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1. INTRODUCTION

The LR-80 is a Litton Guidance and Control System high performance Atti-
tude and Heading Reference System (AHRS). This AHRS is planned to be used on
the Army's Advanced Attack (AAH), NEAR TERM Scout and Cobra helicopters, "re-
viously it had been planned for the Advanced Scout Helicopter (ASH).

Hughes Helicopter, prime contractor to the Army AAH program manager (PM)
for the AAH, has subcontracted to Litton Systems for development and production
of a high performance AHRS (LR-80). The Hughes/AAH development testing is not
scheduled for completion until August 1981. As configured on the AAH, the
LR-80 will provide attitude and heading to the AN/ASN-128 Lightweight Doppler
Navigation System (LDNS) and to the fire control system.

The flight testing of the LR-80 was based on an unsolicited offer by
Litton Guidance and Control Systems. In May 1979 they offered to lend a devel-
opmental model of the LR-80 for flight examination. As technical/develoomental
lead within AVRADCOM for position/navigation equipment and subsystems, AVRADA
was in a unique position to obtain valuable flight test information for the
PM's involved. With the PM AAH and PM ASH concurrence and funding, a limited
test program was begun.

A limited program was planned to obtain preliminary information on the
LR-80 performance as an AHRS and as part of Lhe AHRS/doppler navigation system.
A flight test program was initiated under the above guidelines to gain a quick
assessment of the following parameters:

* Attitude and heading accuracy

0 Navigation capability in conjunction with the ASN-128 Doppler

0 Alignment Accuracy and Reaction Time

e Inflight alignment capability

The above listed items were investigated by flying an instrumented UH-i

helicopter over several flight profiles as follows:

* Straight and level

* Nap-of-the-Earth

9 Special Dynamics

* High Dynamics

a. Flight Tests - Phase I. The flight tests were designed to exercise

the LA-80 over each of the profiles listed above. Appendix A details the pro-
cedures and sequences of each of these profiles.

The first phase of flight tests was conducted from August to October 1979

at Lakehurst. During the course of these tests, a number of problems were en-
countered as follows:



& Inability to obtain consistent alignments with rotors turning.

* Introduction of heading error during pedal turns.

* Excessive amount of time to achieve alignment.

• LR-80 interface with AN/ASN-128.

0 LR-80 shut down during transfer from ground-to-aircraft power.

* Excessive lag in the LTN-72 reference instrumentation (INS) heading

signal during dynamic maneuvers.

0 Random occurrence of erroneous LR-80 heading signals.

Since there was no benefit to continue testing under these circumstances,
it was mutually agreed to allow Litton to take corrective actions for the above
problems at their plant. After successful in-plant demonstration of the reme-
dial measures, flight tests would resume.

b. Flight Tests - Phase II. Flight tests were resumed on 4 February 1980
and concluded on 12 February 1980. These tests were conducted with the LR-80
operating in the Doppler aided mode and consisted of the following:

7 each Straight and Level

2 each Straight and Level (Lakehurst to Picatinny)

1 each Straight and Level (Picatinny to Lakehurst)

1 each High Dynamics

1 each Special Dynamics

1 each Nap-of-the Earth (at Picatinny)

In addition to the above, two inflight alignments were performed and one
of the flights to Picatinny was flown in the free inertial mode.

2. AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION

Two methods of gathering information were employed in this program. To
determine navigation accuracy, position data was obtained from the Doppler
Computer Display Unit at each check point and compared to the known Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates. To measure the attitude characteristics
of the LR-80, a data recording system, consisting of a combination of Litton
and Government furnished equipment, was installed in a UH-lH aircraft at Lake-
burst Naval Air Station (NAS). A diagram of the instrumentation is shown in
Figure 1.
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The heading, pitch, and roll values from both the LR-80 and the
LTN-72 INS were recorded on magnetic tape. The LTN-72 was used as the refer-
ence to determine deviation and tracking ability of the LR-80 paraMeters during
subsequent data analysis. For comparison purposes, the heading from the stand-
ard aircraft ASN-43 was also recorded.

The three heading signals, each being a three-wire synchro signal, were
connected directly to the Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) where internal svnchro
converters performed the necessary conversion. The three-wire pitch and roll
signals were connected to external synchro-to-DC (S/DC) converters (supplied
by Litton). The outputs of the S/DC's were then connected to analog channels
in the DAU.

The DAU performed all the necessary conversions and multiplexing and gen-
erated a serial Pulse Coded Modulation (PCI) data stream for recording on the
tape recorder (Genisco Model ERC-100). This recorder is a cartridge type
which is capable of recording 2 hours of continuous data without changing
tapes. Data was recorded at a rate of 10 samples per second.

3. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

a. Alignment Accuracy. The LR-80 aligned to within 0.50 of the INS for
all flights during this series of tests. Except for one straight and level
flight and one inflight alignment, all alignments were begun from a cold start
with outside ambient temperature ranging from -7*C to +1C. In all cases, the
aircraft rotors were turning prior to the start of alignment. Alignment times
did not exceed 8.5 minutes with the majority being nearer an 8-minute duration.
This was a major improvement over the Phase I tests where 10 to 12 minutes were
often insufficent to achieve an alignment of 0.5'. The individual alignment
value for each flight is shown in the various tables throughout this report.

b. Navigation Accuracy. The navigation accuracy of the AN/ASN-128
(Lightweight Doppler Navigation System), using the LR-80's heading and attitude
information as inputs, was evaluated. The AN/ASN-128 is the Army's doppler
navigation system in which aircraft heading and attitude data are needed to
transform the doppler velocities (Vx, Vy, Mz) into navigation velocities (VN,
VE, VZ).

The LR-80 provided the necessary aircraft heading and attitude information
to the AN/ASN-128 in three-wire synchro format.

Position data was collected manually by recording the UTM position as dis-
played on the AN/ASN-128 when the aircraft overflew known checkpoints along the
flight test course. The AN/ASN-128 position was initialized at the take-off
point (Lakehurst NAS) and no further position updating was done. The flight
test course was designed to divide the data into legs (distance between two
checkpoints) which represented a data point. At each checkpoint position, data
was collected and reduced to determine navigation accuracy. Each flight leg
was analyzed to extract cross track (XTE), along track (ATE), radial position
and accumulated radial position error in meters and percent of distance trav-
eled. The cross-track angle error (in degrees) was also calcuiated for each
leg. The definition of these errors is given in Appendix B.
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The flight test course was set up using prominent landmarks that are
easily identified from the air. The three major inaccuracies that occur due
to the instrumentation are map errors, checkpoint fixing, and AN/ASN-128 res-
olution.

Maip errors are a result of the inaccuracy of extracting checkpoint co-
ordinates from the maps and the inaccuracy of the map itself. UTM coordinates
for these points were taken from 1:24000, 7.5 minute Topographic maps. These
maps were made by the Army Map Service and controlled by USGS, USC ANT) GS,
USCE, and New Jersey Geodetic Survey. An estimate of these errors are in the
order of 50 meters (radial) which would attribute an uncertainty in the posi-
tion measurement of approximately 0.3 percent of distance traveled (using a
25.5 kilometer average distance between checkpoints).

The AN/ASN-128 UTM position display has a resolution of ten (10) meters
in northing and easting. Therefore, position errors due to data entry and
readout will be to the nearest five (5) meters in northing and easting result-
ing in a seven (7) meter resolution radially. The uncertainty in the position
measurement due to the resolution of the AN/ASN-128 over an average leg would
be approximately 0.048 percent of distance traveled.

Checkpoint fixing errors result from the collection of position data when
the aircraft is not directly over the checkpoint. In an attempt to reduce
fixing errors, the aircraft was flown over the checkpoints at a low airspeed
and altitude. An estimate of the checkpoint fixing error is in the order of
10 meters radially which would attribute an uncertainty in the position meas-
urement of approximately 0.055 percent of distance traveled.

Combining the three major position measurement errors in a Root Sum Square
(RSS) manner, the uncertainty of the measurement system is in the order of
0.287 percent of distance traveled.

The data was reduced and presented in accordance with Air Standardization

Agreement (Air STD 53/13A, 15 March 1979). "The Specification for Evaluation
of the Accuracy of Airborne Doppler Navigation Systems." Circular Probable
Error (CEP - 50-percent probable error) and 90-percent probable error are pre-
sented in Table 1 in terms of percent of distance traveled.

c. Heading and Attitude Accuracy. As mentioned previously, the heading,

pitch, and roll signals from the LR-80 and LTN-72 were recorded. With the
LTN-72 as the reference, the difference or delta (A) values for each of the
parameters were calculated during the data analysis. For each leg or segment
of the flight, the mean, standard deviation, and RMS of each A parameter were
computed. In all cases, the delta is equal to the LR-80 parameter minus the
LTN-72 value. The time increment between data values is 0.1 second (a data
rate of 10 samples/sec). In addition, the A heading for the ASN-43 was also
calculated for comparison purposes.

Curves have been plotted for a number of the flight maneuvers. For these,
the delta heading is equal to the INS value minus the LR-80 value which gives
opposite polarity than that of the statistical data. The delta pitches and
delta rolls are calculated the same for the plots as they are for the statisti-

cal data.
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TABLE 1. NAVIGATION ACCURACY (IN PERCENT OF DISTANCE TRAVELED)

FLIGHT # DATA ALONG TRACK CROSS TRACK I
TEST POINTS ERROR ERROR RADIAL POSITION

MEN EVMEN GEOM I90%MEAN T DEV MEAN3T DEV MEAN MEAN RMS CEP PROB

ISTRAIGHT 54 0.30 10.33 -0.43 0.48 0.73 0.70 0.79 0.73 1.08

DYN 4 0.24 10.27 -0.87 0.81 0.98 0.61 1.16 0.78 1.91
SPECIAL !

SEIL 4 0.33 10.29 -0.51 0.30 0.65 10.56 10.70 10.61 1.03

TOTAL 62 0.30 0.32 -0.47 0.50 1 0.74 0.69 j0.81 0.74 1.15

The accuracy of the data recording system is within the following values:

Headings + 0.100

Pitches and Rolls + 0.200

The LTN-72 specification requires that the system be checked in a static
condition and meet the following requirements:

+ 0.20 at 00 heading

Heading
+ 0.5' at 315' heading

+ 0.20 at 00 roll/pitch

Pitch/Roll
+ 0.5' at 30' roll/pitch

A-

These errors are primarily due to the way they are outputted from the
LTN-72. The output synchro errors are the major cause of heading output in-
accuracy. The pitch and roll inaccuracies are primarily due to digital to
synchro converter errors.

(1) Straight and level flights. The straight and level flight course
consisted of four legs as shown in Appendix A. All flights were flown over
two laps except two flights which were one lap each. Alignments for all
flights were from a cold start with the exception of Flight 2 which was a warm
start.

Since there is no particular significance to any individual leg for the
purposes of these statistics, the values for mean, standard deviation, and RMS
are weighted results representing a composite of the entire flight. The accum-
ulated statistics represent results for problem-free flights. A discussion of
problems in the collection of data is given in a later paragraph of this re-
port. The results for straight and level flights are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
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TABLE 2. STRAIGHT AND LEVEL HEADING RESULTS

NO. NO. OF [rNIT A HDG LR-80 I A HDG ASN 43
FLIGHT OF DATA ALIGN (DEGREES) _ (DEGREES)
NO LEGS POINTS (DE ) I M

MEAN ST DEV MEAN ST DEV

_1 4 _21867 -0.45-0.52 1 0.21 0.56 0.25 2.21 4 2.22
2 4 21650 -0.12 -0.42 0.23 0.48 0.34 2.01 2.04

4 8 44370 -0 .35 -0.38 0.22' 0.44 0.30 2.24 2.26
6 8 43837 1-0.10 -0.25 0.20 0.32 0.11 2.36 2.36 

7 8 46612 -0.27 1-0.42 0.23 0.48 0.36 2.49 2.52

9 5* 24829 -0.40 1-0.44 10.22 0.49 1-0.44 1.89 1.94

TOTAL! 37 03165 -0.28 1-0.39 0.22 0.45 0.18 2.27 2.28
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _tI

*Three legs were rejected due to erroneous data values.

TABLE 3. STRAIGHT AND LEVEL ATTITUDE RESULTS

NO. NO. OF INS A PITCH LR-80 INS A ROLL LR-80
• OF DATA PITCH (DEGREES) ROLL (DEGREES)

No LEGS' POINTS RMS

_ _ _ (DEG) MEAN ST D ERMS (DEG) MEAN iST DEV RMS

1 4 21867 2.69 -0.02 0.14 0.14 2.11 -0.16 0.'5 0.30

2 4 21650 2.04 0.06 0.15 0.16 1.90 -0.12 0.22 0.25

4 8 I 44370 2.52 -0.06 0.17 10.18 1.92 -0.17 n.24 0.29

6 8 43837 2.62 -0.07 017 18 191 -0.14 0.23 1 0.27

7 8 46612 2.23 -0.11 0.18 0.21'12.00 -0.15 0.24 0.28

9 5* 24829 2.91 -0.10 10.16 . 44 -0.16 0.22 0.27

I 1 2____:0_5 0.24 0.28
!TOTAL I 37 203165 2.50 -0.07 0.17 i0.18 2.03 0.24 0.28

*Three legs were rejected due to erroneous data values.
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As seen in Table 2, the mean A HDG of the LR-80 did not deviate signifi-
cantly from the initial alignment indicating relatively small drift in the sys-
tem. The LR-80 heading tracked that of the LTN-72 quite well as shown by the
low standard deviation value. The low values for each A HDG of the ASN-43 are
due to the plus and minus results for each leg of the flight compensating each
other. The tracking of the ASN-43 to the LTN-72 is relatively high as shown by

the standard deviation normally exceeding 2 degrees.

In Table 3, the RMS values for the INS pitch and roll indicate the severity
of maneuvers during the flight. For straight and level flights, these values

are expectedly low. As can be seen from the table, the mean standard deviation
and RMS results are all quite low with little variation from flight to flight.
In fact, the results are within the measuring accuracy of the data acquisition
system.

(2) High dynamic flight. The procedures employed for the high dynamic
maneuvers are outlined in Appendix A. Due to an equipment failure toward the
end of the flight to Atsion Dam (part 5 of the procedure), data could not be
obtained for parts 6 and 7. This is explained further in a later paragraph ot
the report. The overall results of the high dynamics are shown in Tables 4 and
5.

TABLE 4. HEADING RESULTS - HIGH DYNAMICS

FLIGHT 10

NO. OF INIT A HDG LR-80 A HDG ASN-43
MANPOWER DATA ALIGN (DEGREES) (DEGREES)

POINTS (DEG) .MAX MX

MEAN ST DEV RMS POS NEG MEAN ST DEV RMS;

S&L 4890 -0.10 -0.05 0.20 0.20 0.70 -8.44 0.31 1.16 1.201

PEDAL 1537 -- -1.05 3.05 3.23 7.38 -8.61 4.94 42.30 42.59

CIRCLES 2647 -- -0.33 1-23 1.27 3.25 -3.25 1.11 5.91 6.01

COBRA 4541 -- -0.28 0.65 0.71 3.08 -3.60 -1.51 3.72 4.01

'TURNS

11300 -- 1-0.39 0.74 0.83 2.99 -4.13 -2.42 4.45 5.071

8



TABLE 5. ATTITUDE RESULTS - HIGH DYNAMICS

FLIGHT 10

NO.*Ii A

MANE VEK OF A PITCH LR-80 MAX PITCH A ROL L-80 R I

I DATA _ (DEGREES) _ (DEGREES) (DECREES) 01: ;:L:!S;

POINTS hEAN ST DEV RMS UP t DOIW; MEAN ST D IV RIS RIGHT LEHI0 1 F.0 18 0r-.0
S&L 4890 -0.07 0.18 0.20 11.88 3.06 -0.20 0.25 0.32 6.66 ',.6-1 !i
iPEDAL TURNS 1537 -0.11 0.24 0.26 7.74 1 -0.13 0.30 0.33 8.46 12.42

CIRCLES 2647 -0.10 0.32 0.33 11.88 16.38 -0.20 j 0.36 0.41 57.60 59.5H

COBRA TURNSi 4541 -0.15 40.86 31.14 -0.17 0.33 1 0.37 47.88 4i.00

;T :bUHUT 11300 -0.12 i 0.28 0.30 28.80 25.38 -0.15 p 0.43 0.46 72.36 71.28

(a) Pedal turns. Table 4 shows that the LR-80 A HDG reached a
maximum of 7.380 for five left pedal turns and 8.610 for five right pedal

turns. Upon completion of the left turns, the A HDG for the LR-80 settled out
to -0.85. At the conclusion of the right turns, the LR-80 returned to -0.21'.
An examination of the data printouts indicates no significant lag in the re-
covery of the LR-80 heading to its settled-down value. Although rates and
velocities were not directly recorded in this program, the data printouts in-
dicate that the change in heading reached a.rate of 700 per second. As can be
seen in Table 4, the ASN-43 heading lags extremely far behind the LTN-72 head-
ing under these high rate conditions. A plot of LR-80 delta heading versus

time is shown in Figure 2. As mentioned before, the polarity is opposite to
that shown in Table 4. Two consecutive data points (0.2 sec) are averaged for
each point plotted on the graph.

The LR-80 pitch and roll signals (Table 5) track very well resulting in
delta values only slightly higher than those obtained for straight and level
flights.

(b) Circles. The circle maneuver subjected the LR-80 to large
roll angles and heading rates. As shown in Table 5, rolls of almost 600 were
achieved. The A roll variations are slightly higher than those of the straight
and level flights but are still less than 0.5. Plots of the results are shown
in Figures 3 and 4. Again, two consecutive data points have been averaged for
each point plotted on the graphs.
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The change in heading varied between 200 and 300 per second while the

circles were in progress. Upon completion of the left circles, the A HDG for

the LR-80 settled out to -1.i1. Upon completion of the right circles, the

LR-80 had a A HDG of +0.43*.

(c) Cobra turns. Both large pitch and roll values were obtained

during the Cobra turn maneuver as shown by the maximum values listed in Tabhe

5. The LR-80 heading recovered to a delta value of -0.18* upon completion ol
the maneuver. Again the A pitch and A roll values are only slightly higher

than those obtained in the straight and level flights. Plots of the pitch and

roll variations are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Four consecutive data points

(0.4 sec) are averaged for each point plotted on the graphs.

(d) Continual roll maneuvers. This maneuver consisted of fly-

ing a course leg from Coyle VOR to Atsion Dam while performing left and right
rolls continually throughout the leg. Tables 4 and 5 list the results obtained

during this profile. The main-pu rpse 6 tis-maneuver is to determine its

effect on navigation accuracy which was discussed in subparagraph 3b above.

(3) Special dynamics flight. The results of the special dynamics
flight are shown in Tables 6 and 7. Refer to Appendix A for the procedures
that were used.

TABLE 6. HEADING RESULTS - SPECIAL DYNAMICS

FLIGHT 8

NO 1 A HDG LR-80 A HDG AS-T-43
OF INIT _ (DEGREES) (DEGREES)

DATA ALIGN I MAX MAX

POINTSI(DEG) MEAN DE RMS POS NEG X7A_ ST DEV RMS
rLEG 1-2 1
WEAV-0.40 -0.48 0.36 09 10.62 -1.58 -1.83 1.66 2.47
PEDALi 1-0.6 f t
TURNS 5140 1-0.61 0.72 0.95 2.29 --2,72 0.52 i 104, 1.16

'FIGURE 8 2120 L i-0.59 0,35 0.63 0.35 -1.321 -063 1.41 1.54
LEG 2-3 IACCE/DECEI -- '-0.43 0.15 0.4 5  0s53-114 -I.19 2.27 2.56

LEG 3-2 53 -14 -11,2.7 .5
,ACCEL/DECEI 9719 - -0.39 0.14 0.41 ;0.88 -1.23! 0.77__2.38___50

12973 -I 0.1 4 1 i1.18

TRACK 12973 -- -0.39 0.14 0.53 -. 32 046

FLTAT CIRCL I-1*39 .0
TURNS 4095 - 32 0.29 0.44 !0.88 -1.58 1.39!

LEG 2-1 1 1 1 _ _i 1.09 1.77

S&L 6902 - 1-0.62 0,15 0,64 I0,09 1-1-231 1.811 0.90 12.02

13
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TABLE 7. ATTITUDE RESULTS - SPECIAL YNAMiCS

FLIGHT 8

7:7!; ' - As .OLl :R-60 ------
OF 01 3; EI's) : (DEGr.Er.S) _ _ (DEGREES) L{. .S

2A;EL'VER DATA
* POINTS MEAN ST DEV I0,S t1p DOWN MEAN ST )EV R1SS 11(1T X.l:F

LEG 1-2
WIZAVE 10084 -0.11 0.15 0.19 8.10 7.38 -0.19 0. 36 ?7.54 2b..'<

P EDL

T1URN0 S 5140 -0.04 0.17 0.17 :12.42 0.96 -0.18 6 .25 0.30 o. 2 3. R2

1iG00 , 2120 -0.07 2.1 0.19 8.64 4.68 -0.16 0.28 "1.3 24.54 h 2.2

LEG 2- 3
ACCEI/lCEL 7611 -r).10 G.18 0.21 12.24 4.86 -0.i9 0.23 6.29 7.36 c. 44

LEG 3-2
ACCEL/DECEL 9719 -0.09 J.18 0.20 13.14 !12.60 -0.i1 0.23 . 5 7.-56

RACE
TRACK 12973 -0.13 G .13 0.19 5.22 2.88 -0.18 0.-1 0.29 2.,,6 . .m

T; RNS 4095 -0.12 3.19 0.22 17.64 6.10 -0.17 _2..2 . . '1.'2
:C2-1

S&L 6902 -0.08 0.15 0 17 7.92 4.68 -a.A (.22 0.25 .O0 ?.92_

(a) Weave pattern. The weave pattern along the leg from Circle
Hotel to Coyle VOR was done primarily to measure the effects on navigation ac-
curacy which was discussed in subparagraph 3b a'bove. A plot of the heading and
roll variations is shown in Figure 7. Six consecutive data points (0.6 sec)
were averaged for each point on the graph.

(b) Pedal turns. The pedal turns in the special dynamics were
less severe than those performed during the high dynaics maneuvers. The rate
of change of heading varies between 10 and 15 degrees per second throughout
the maneuver. The LR-80 A HDG prior to the start of the left turns was -0.6'.
Upon completion of the left turns, A HDG was -0.75'. Upon completion of the

righL turns, the A hDG had returned to -0.6*. The overall results are snourn
in Tables 6 and 7 and in Figure 8. Four consecutive data points were averaged

for each point on the graph.

(c) Figure &iht maneuver. The LR-SO A HDG changed from -0.6'
aL tie start of the maneuver to -0.3' at the conclusion. Rolls up to 25° were
encountered as shown in Table 7. A HDG's of slightly over -1.0' -:ert er
iencea during right banks. The pitch a na roll tracking remained goo throug8-
out the maneuver. A plot of the heading and roll variations are shown in
Figure 9. Two consecutive points (0.2 sec) are averaged for each point plotted

on the graph.

(d) Accelcrace/decelerate, maneuver. The accelerate/decelerate
conditions that were done durin.g 2 course legs produced no evident abnormal
effects on the LR-80.
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MEOE PATTERN
HOTLa CIRCLE TO COYLE IA2R

INS ROLL US TIlE

Aa

+3 WAXI PATTERN
DENTE. CIRCLE TO COYLE UOR
~TA NUG .aI-M) IS TIME

NEE PATTEN
NMT. CiCe TO COKE O

DELTA ROLL CIAUO-D) 98 TIN

Io I

Jil2113 11# 61 1

Figure 7. Weave pattern -Hotel Circle to Coyle VOR -INS

roll versus time - Delta HDG (INS-L.R8O) versus
time -Delta roll (LRSO-INS) versus time
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+5

SPECJIL MYWI~CS
DELTA NOG (JNB-LRS) US TIME

Right Turns

= TIME-4EC

Left Turns

Figure 8. Pedal turns -Special dynamics-
Delta IIDG (INS-LR80) versus time
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FIGUR 8 PATTEMi
ELTA lOG (INB-LUS) US TIME

-- *.Figure 8

+2.5

FIQE I PATTERN
U.TA OnLULMS1-IN) V8 TINE

Hiorizontal Scale 0 to 200.5.

Figure 9. Figure 8 pattern -Delta HDG (INS-LR80) versus tiline-

Delta roll (LK66-LNS) versus tim,



1. Race cmca& nortern. The racu track pattern produced
no evident abnormal effects on :r-e LR-80 as indicated in Tables 6 and 7. A
plot of A HDG for one complete pattern is shown in Figure 10. Seven consecu-
tive data points (0.7 sec) are averaged for each point plotted on the graph.

2. Flat circle turns. The LR-80 A HDC began and ended at
-0.6' for this maneuver. The standard deviation of the A HDG is slightly
greater but overall results indicate no problems. Figure 11 snows a pot of
A HDG for two turns. Two consecutive points (0.2 sec) are averaged for each
point plotted on the graph.

(4) Nap-of-the-earth flight. The nap-of-the-earth (NOE) flight was
flown out of the Picatinny Army Facility in Dover, NJ. The course is located
in Stokes Forest and consists of four checkpoint positions. The flight con-
sisted of 50-percent contour flying at 60 knots and 50-percent NOE at 10 to 30
knots. The data results for this flight are shown in Tables 8 and 9. The con-
tour of the first leg of the course caused a predominantly left bank attitude
for extended periods. This resulted in a somewhat higher LR-80 mean A HDG
(0.510) than for the other three legs which had banking in both directions.
Table 8 shows greater variations (higher standard deviation) for the LR-80 A
HDG for legs 2, 3, and 4. This is directly related to the magnitude of the
maximum rolls which are shown in Table 9. The pitch variations are comparable
to the results for straight and level flights, while the roll variations are
only slightly higher.

d. Inflight Alignment. Inflight alignments were performed on Flights 5
and 15. In Flight 5, the alignment was from a warm start while Flight 15 was
from a cold start. Table 10 shows the LR-80 A HDG response starting at the
completion of the inflight alignment. The alignment times for the two flights
were approximated from the data printouts which do not have an exact indication
of start and stop times of the alignment. Plots of the two alignments are
shown in Figures 12 and 13. Six consecutive data points (0.6 sec) have been
averaged for each point plotted on the graphs.

The inflight alignment of Flight 5 appeared to take 7.3 minutes for an
alignment accuracy of 0.25' (mean error over 9.7 minutes of flight after -lign-
ment). The inflight alignment of .;ight 15 anQpared to take 6 ninutes r
aiignment accuracy of 0.53* (mean error over 14 minutes of flight aftr t :. -
ent). Also after alignment, the heading appeared to drift at _. contin-,I..

hoor rate of Flight 15.

The A pitch and A roll values (not shown) were comparable to the r
and level results.

e. Free Inertial. The free inertial flight, number 11, was flown on 7
February 1980 from Lakehurst, NAS, to Picatinny Arsenal. The flight profile
was straight and level with approximate ground speed and heading of 90 knots
north. The inital alignment was from a cold start and took 8.5 minutes to
align within 0.2 degrees.

The results of this flight are sho-n in Table 11. Figure 14 shows a plot
(f A iiD(; versus time for the first 50 minutes of the flight. For each point
in the figure, 3 seconds of data was averaged (30 data points).
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TABLE 8. NOE HEADING RESULTS

FLIGHT 14

NO A HDG LR-80 I A HDG ASN-43

OF INIT (DEGREES) __(DEGREES)

LEG DATA !ALIGN- MAX MAXT I I1POINT'S (DEG)- MEAN ST DEV RMS POS "NEC MEAN ST DEV RMS

i 11549 0.0 0.51 0.31 0.60 3.87 -i.49 0.57 0.92 1.08

2 10293 - 0.22 0.48 0.53 2.99 {-2.11 -0.32 1.52 I 1.55

3 8063 - 0.17 0.55 0.58 2.64 -2.02 0.58 1.78 187

4 8013 -- 0.19 0.52 0.56 2.99 -8.70 -1.02 1.72 2.00

iTOTAL 137918 -- 0.29 0.49 0.57 .-. 0.01 1.61 1.61

TABLE 9. NOE ATTITUDE RESULTS

FLIGHT 14

NO A PITCH LR-80 MAX Q PITCH ROL LR80 MAX ROLL
OF (DEGREES) (DEGREES) (DEGREES) (DEGREES)

:,J( DATA S

POINTS MEAN ;ST DUP DOWN MEAN ST E S LEFT

I IS 11549 -000 0.22 7 .20, 5.58 -0.20 0.24 !0.32 111..16 11.34;,

10293 -0.09i0.20 0.22 .30 7.02-0.21 .33 i0.39 27.72i28.62

3 8063 -0.12!0.22_ 10.25 110"081"06-0. 33 '0.40 '3 0 .2 4 i
3 6 .7 2

-) 86 013W2 0. 25 ___08 i 0.32___0._9 _26.82 36.54

8013 -0.130.19 0.23 10.08 9.90]-0.23 O.32 '0.39 26.82,36.54.

TOTAL 379!8 i-0.1110.20 10.23 -- i -- -0.220.30 0.37 -. ..

21
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TABLE 10. INFLIGHT ALIGNMENT RESULTS

TIME A HDG L -80
NO OF AFTER (DEGREES)

FLIGHT DATA ALIGNMENT FINAL VALUE
POINTS (lAIN) MEAN ST DEV RMS MAX AT TOUCO-iflOVt

5820 0 to 9.7 0.25 0.87 0.9- .19 -1.i4

15 8400 0 to 14 !-0.53 0.35 0.63 -1.40

15 8399 114 to 28 -. 12 0.50 1.23 -9.32 --

h 1

15 6276 28 to 42 !-1.52 0.68 1.67 -9.23--
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

FLIGHT 5 ALIGNMENT TIME = 7.3 MIN

FLIGHT 15 ALIGNMENT TIME = 6.0 MIN

TABLE 11. FREE INERTIAL RESULTS

NUMBER OF MEAN STANDARD RMS
DATA POINTS ERROR DEVIATION (DEGREES

(DEGREES) (DEGREES) I

HDC ASN-43 30,000 0.70 1.35 1.52

tHDG LR-80 30,000 -0.54 0.16 6.57

PITCH LR-80 30,000 -0.i1 0.19 0.22

ROLL LR-80 30,oc0 -0.17 0.22 .
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+5

Figure 10. Race track maneuver -Delta HDG (INS-LR8O) verSUS iIr-c
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FLAT CIRCLE TU48
DIELTA HOG (INS-LRO) US TIME

Figure 11. Flat circle turns - Delta HDG (INS-LR8O) versus time
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IIFLIG4T AL.1QEHT
+ S 5 FEB 1966

U -

Iu IS

Figure 12. Inf light alignment 5 Feb 1980
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IN i-LIGHT ALIGNNMENT
12 FEB 80

+180O

2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9
" 'Time - 4in

Figure 13. Inflight alignment - 12 Feb 1980
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FREE INERTIAL

DELTA NOG (?NSoLR80) V) TIMlE

25 50
TIMlE-HIM

Figure 14. Free inertial -Delta heading versus time
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f. Problem Flignrs.

(I) Flight 9 - straidht and levei coarse - 5e oT. On t-,
fourth leg of this flight, the LTN-72 INS locked on a heaoLng va]u' of 74. 8
for a 2-minute duration. The INS pitch and roll signals were vrratic ",.ring

this i lme period. The INS recovered after 2 minutes and :,cr twXt -1 ,
the flight were error free.

On the last two legs of the flight, large errors in tr.e LR-80 heading

signal were randomly experienced. In the data reduction, a count is accumu-
lated of the number of times the difference between the LR-80 and INS headin
exceed 10'. These data points are rejected from any calculation. The nunmcber
of rejections for these legs are as follows:

Total No. of Data Points No. of Points ReecLLfC

Leg 7 5676 808

Leg 8 7205 566

The erroneous data was present for the last two thirds of leg 7 and con-

tinued for one-quarter of leg 8. At that point, there was no more occurrence
of bad values for the remainder of the last leg. The LR-80 pitch and roll

signals were normal throughout the entire flight.

(2) Flight 10 - high dynamics - 7 Feb 1980. Toward the end of the
flight segment from Coyle VOR to Atsion Dam (continuous weaving), the LTN-72
INS again went into a locked condition. Valid data could not be obtained from
this point on.

(3) Flight 11 - straight and level to Picatinny - 7 Feb 1980. The
first two legs of this flight were error free. However, two-thirds of the waiy

into the third leg, erratic LR-80 heading signals again occurred. They con-
tinued randomly until the early part of the fourth leg at which point they
disappeared. The rejection rate is as follows:

Total No. of Data Points No. of Poinvs .~eLd

Leg 3 14379 150

Leg 4 4485 i55

(4) Flight '2 - straight and level from Picatinnv - 7 e i.e 0.
iErroneols LR-80 heading signals occurred on the second leg of the retur, 1- LL

from Picatinny. This leg actually is a combination of legs 2 and 3 wtn con-
r inuous data from Sparta to Colts Neck. Erratic values first occurred ,

quarters of the way into the leg after a 400 left roll. They stopped a few
seconds after the start of the next leg. The rejection rate is as follows:
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Total No. of Data Point,- No. of Points pw ',,ted

Co.,i)1ned Legs 27222

2 and 3

(5) Flight 13 - straight and level to Picatinnv - 12 7,b iKS'. ;-
ratic LR-80 heading signals were experienced on the third leg of this flight,
starting approximately two-thirds into the leg. The signal became normal
few seconds into the fourth leg. The rejection rate is as follows:

Total No. of Data Points No. of Points Rojecte,

Leg 3 12981 1021

Leg 4 4094 23

(6) Flight 15 - straight and level from Picatinny - 12 Feb 1986.
Erratic LR-80 heading signals were again experienced on the return f rigt irom
Picatinny after the NOE flight was conducted. Erroneous data first occurred
42 minutes after the flight began. The rejection rate for one segment o L;ze
flight is as follows:

Total No. of Data Points No. of Points <ejeccvd

8400 2124

g. Problem Discussion. The five occurrences of erratic LR-80 heading
values outlined above are identical to one of the problems experienced in tLh
Phase I testing discussed in paragraph la of this report. The problem did not

occur at all during the first eight flights of this phase of tiiw prolct. , t,
to its random and sporadic occurrence, it was not possible to ascertain tn,-
problem source.

Since the erratic data did not occur until the latter 0age5 o: *...nt
program, it was not within the scope of this project to perform a ct-ta:.0; n-
vestigation to determine if an equipment problem in the 1.R-80, the data ac-

quisition system or an aircraft wiring problem of the tiree-wire &yn ,:re -ign&
was the cause. However, its occurrence is noted as reference in tle even a,.y
future testing is performed.

4. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this program was to determine the inflight performnance oi

the LR-80 in flight profiles represenuative of typical Army helicopter mi.-
sions. The LR-80 was evaluated in three areas during this test: reaction
time/alignment accuracy, in-flight AHRS performance and navigation acc1,ra,-v
when operated with the AN/ASN-128 LDNS. The performance achieved is listed in
Table 12 along with the requirements of the "Critical Item DeXelopment ,
fication for Heading Attitude Reference Set YAII-64" (AMC-DC-AAi-HI021 &'u,,:
Ident. 02731) dated 13 "larch 1979.
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TABLE 12. SlUY IARY OF RESULTS

'NORMAL
OUTPUT ALIGN FAST Kr-L\CiON

PARAMETER TYPE SPECIATION ~ TEST

*ita Ainmn Synchro 0.00(/S)A

0.50 (o

**Roll Synchro 0.310 (lRyS)

Navigation ASN-128 0.75% CEP*
Accuracy Display 0.74%, CE? -

*From Hughes Helicopter specification change #39 for the YAH-64 (inproveo
navigation).

**The one sigma and RNS values are comparable numbers.

As can be seen from Table 12, the LR-80 met three (3) of the five (5)
specified parameters tested: pitchi, roll, and navigation a~cckirzcy. T'-W tWo
(2) parameters not met where: Reaction/alignment time and heading .accur-icv
tor normal alignment. However, the LR-80 did perform close to tnhe 1LCiea,1_
specifications when the system is normally aligned.

lt is important to note that the LR-80 d'd improve tie AN'A'SN- U..
n. v [ L:.' t I nn1 .c cura cv to( whiat wa s expec ted by Hu i u,,e Hel 1 1 t k.r Wa: k

W.1s1 YrconrranuIed to re,)1acc the AN/ASN-76 on YA11-64.



APPENDIX A. LR-80 FLIGHT TEST PROCEDURES

1. STRAIGHT AND LEVEL

a. The LR-80 will be aligned on the ground from a cold start wit., roL ,>
turning. The value will be manually recorded.

b. Each flight will consist of two laps around the course Gepicted i.
Figure A-1.

c. Air speed will be maintained between 80 and i20 knots.

d. The Doppler will not be updated at the checkpoints.

e. The UTM coordinates from the Doppler CDU will be manually recordec at
each checkpoint.

2. HIGH DYNAMICS

a. The LR-80 will be aligned on the ground from a cold start uith rotors
turning. The value will be manually recorded.

b. The Doppler will not be updated throughout the flight.

c. Fly straight and level from Circle Hotel to Coyle VOR. Manually rc-
cord UTM coordinates at checkpoint.

d. At a safe altitude, do five complete rotations (pedal turns), first
left and then right with a 30-second gap in between.

e. To effect a large roll and large heading rate, do five complete cir-

cles, first left and then right with a 30-second gap in between.

f. Do six 1800 cobra turns.

g. Fly from Coyle VOR to Atsion Dam alternately rolling at maximu' angle
right and left continuously throughout the leg. Manually record UTX cooruin-
ates at checkpoint.

h. Fly from Atsion Dam Lo Coyle VOR alternately pitcning2 at maximum
angie "p and down continuousiy, throughout tn- leg. Manually recoru IUM co-
ordinates at checkpoint.

i. ilv straight and level from Coyle VOR to Circle hotel. Manually : -

coru LTM coordinates at checkpoint.

J. SPEClAL DYNAMICS

a. Tne LR-80 will be aligned on the ground from a cold start with ioLors
turninig. The value will be manually recorded.
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CIRCLE HT-iOEL
18 TW V 5042 -%543

18 SWV 3100 1841

COYLE V0FR
iS SW\/ 4G%072 Ci43

AT SION DAM
LB SWU 2-341 0879

Figure~ A-!. straight ana qevel course
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b. From Circle Hotel to Coyle VOR, perform coordinated turns chr..
the l-e ,t a gronad velocity of 70 knots and a maxmu-. Dank o 4. .

record the UTM coordinates at the checkpoint.

30 Soc

, I

15 sec

c. Do 7200 flat pedal turns, first left and then right. The 726' zurns
should take between 30 to 40 seconds to complete.

d. Do a complete figure 8 at a speed of 70 knots and a maximum bank of
450.

e. From Coyle VOR to Atsion Dam, alternately accelerate from 0 to i0G
knots and decelerate 100 to 0 knots throughout the leg. One complete cycle
(0 - 100 - 0) should take 1.5 minutes total. Manually record the UTM coordin-
ates at the checkpoint.

f. From Atsion Dam to Coyle VOR, alternately accelerate from 0 to 100

knots and decelerate from 100 to 0 knots throughout the leg. One complete
cycle (0 - 100 - 0) should take 4 minutes total. Manually record the UTM co-
ordinates as follows:

4 4 Min
80 Knots

2-3 mnnFa in
50-60 Knots

g. Do three complete circles as follows:

2-3 Min Q No Roll
50-60 Knots

h. Fly straight and level from Coyle VOR to Circle Hotel. Manually re-

cord UTM coordinates at checkpoint.
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APPENDIX B. ERROR DEFNIX'TION

Each flight leg was analyzed to extract :rue ground track angle, leg cib-

tancc, accumulated distance flown, cross-track angle error ind.i ,.

The position analysis consisted of extracting (for each checkpoint)

tracK, along track, radial position, and total fiig.I r-Ciial P06_zlu !

both meters ana percent of distance traveled.

The definition of each parameter is described as follows "SU-

A - leg initial cneckpoint position.

B - leg ending checkpoint position.

C - AN/ASN-128's displayed position when the aircraft is over the leg',

initial checkpoint position (A).

D - AN/ASN-128's displayed position wren the aircraft is over the le's

ending checkpoint positlon (B).

CT - "true ground track angle" in cegrees.

900 - tan !N for E > 0

GT=

2700 tan- AN;l for LB< 0

where AN = BN-A N

L Z = Bz-A E

AN - uTM nortling at the leg's initial checkpoint (A).

AE- LTM easting az the legs inizial c;eckpoin_ (A.

- UTY; nortoing at zhe leg's ending cileckpo inz {c

BE -UM fascing at the leg's ending chckoont (B)

. . .. . . .. ..



TR ULE N ORT H

A_)

-IEE

iigure B-1. Flight analysis
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DT - "ieg's distance" -in meters.

DT = (AN
2 + AE2)

- i / 2

XTA - "cross rrack angle error" in degrees.

XT/E = -CGT

! 90' - tan-i!ANjI for LE' > 0

where 6 -

(2700 - tan-1/ iq for AE < 0

AN' = DN - CN

AE' = DE - CE

DN - is the UTIM northing displayed or- the AN/ASN-128 when the aircraft

was over the legs ending checkpoinz position (B).

CN - UTM northing displayed on the AN/ASN-i28 when the aircraft was
over the legs initial checkpoint position (A).

DE - UTM easting displayed on the AN/ASN-128 when the aircraft was
over the legs ending checkpoint position (B).

CE - UTM easting displayed on the AN/ASN-i28 when the aircraft was
over the legs initial checkpoint position (A).

EE - leg initial easting error of the A N/ASN-128 in meters.

IEE = CE - AE

INi - leg initiai northing error of tho AX/AX-126o

NE = - AN

XLL - "cross trac& error" in meters.

XTE = DTD X sin (Xl/i_

where DTD = (AN'2 ± AE 2 -1/2

ATE - "along track error" in meters.

ATE = DTD Cos (XT/E) - DT
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RE - "radial position error" in meters.

RE = (AEN2 + AEE2) - I /2

where AEN = DN - INE - BN

AEE = DE - IEE - BE

ERE - "total flight radial position error" in meters.

ZRE = (AEN
2 + AEE,2)

- /2

where

AEN' = DN - BN

AEE" = DE - BE

Calculation of the percent of distance traveled for any of the position
accuracy parameters is as follows:

%POS = POSE x 100
DT

where POSE is any position accuracy parameter.

For the total flight radial position error

DT = Accumulated distance flown.
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